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3D Warehouse, 201–5, 550, 558, 562, 566
   building components, 203–4
   issues, 205
   manufacture components, 204
   saving, 202
   searching, 202

A
animation, 325, 416
   batch rendering in Shaderlight, 481–86
   anti-aliasing, 36
area light. See also point lights
   Shaderlight 465–67, 475, 616–17
artificial lighting. See simulated lighting
aspect ratio, 372–372

B
backdrops, 174–75, 251–60, 325
   image backdrops, 256–60
   inserting into SketchUp, 257, 571–72
   IRP backgrounds, 253
   layers, 260
   obtaining, 256
   postproduction, 252, 526–31
   SketchUp, 254–55
   Shaderlight background, 458–60, 594–95
Backgrounds. See backdrops
base model, 194–96. See also component detail
   and model detail
   architecture, 197, 199–200, 536–44
   interior base model, 194–95, 552–64
   site base model, 196–97, 536–44
bump, 354–57
   inverse, 357, 596
   Shaderlight, 432
   values, 354–56

C
Camera tools, 188–92
   focal length, 191–92
   look around, 188–89
   position camera, 18
   camera views. See Scenes
   Clay rendering, 326–27, 415
   in postproduction, 507–10
   in Shaderlight, 490–93
companion chapters, 14, 15
   downloading, 15
   Mac Texture tools, 16, 81
Components, 193–218
   3D Warehouse (see 3D Warehouse)
   architecture and building, 199, 207, 548–51
   Component Browser, 178–80
   Component library, 176–77
   detail, 173
   fixtures, 393
   placing lights, 402–4
   interiors, 198, 206
   obtaining, 201–16
   people components, 207–208
      types of people, 214–18
      for rendering, 208
   site (landscape), 199
   Sketch3D (see DynaSCAPE Sketch 3D)
   selecting (selection toys), 238–41
   vegetation, 208–14, 568–70
Component library. See Components
composition, 174, 244–48
   background, 248–52
   foreground, 244–47
   midground, 247–48
   zones, 244
computer, 37
   Cloud rendering, 41
   hardware, 37
laptop versus desktop, 39–40
network rendering, 41
processor, 38
ram, 39
requirements, 42–44
SketchUp performance, 39

dpi, 368–71, 374
draft to final render. See iterative rendering process
dynamic render, 327, 415, 422–23, 481–84
Dynascape Sketch3D 211–214, 566

Entity Info, 184–85
exposure, 381–82, 399, 421–22
exterior lighting, 375–82
Image Based Lighting (see IBL)
ShadeLight, 420–21, 449–60
Eye Dropper, 84–85, 353

faces, 220–221
FormFonts, 205–9, 549, 558, 562, 566

gamma, 381–82
glass. See textures, glass and water

haze, atmosphere, 511–12
hot spots, 408–10
HDRI, high Dynamic Range images . See IBL

IES Light Profile, 327, 390–91
Image Based Lighting (IBL), 327, 376–79, 415
obtaining, 454
rotating 380, 456
in ShadeLight, 450, 452–57
Instancing, 327–29. See also companion chapters,
Twilight Render
interior lighting. See Simulated Lighting

Integrated Rendering Program, 10. See also
ShadeLight, Twilight, Podium
defined, 3
list of programs, 12
IRP. See Integrated Rendering Program
Iterative Rendering Process, 28, 30, 320, 331–50,
587–604, 605–19
draft to final rendering, 32, 334–50, 424–29,
evaluating drafts, 336–37
final renders, 341–43, 349–50
initial drafts, 338, 343–46
secondary drafts, 339–41, 346–49
semifinal drafts, 341, 349
ShadeLight, 418–29

active Layer, 183
by model type
architecture, 228–31, 548–49
interior, 226–28, 558, 560–61
site models, 231, 565–68
cleaning up, 231–33, 573–75
controlling Layers with Scenes (see Scenes)
creating new, 183
deleting, 183–84, 231–33, 574
importance, 221–22, 241
Layer 0, 223–24
naming, 183
naming convention, 223, 225, 226–31
prefix, 224
strategy, 223–25
toggle off, 183
vegetation and Layers, 225

Light Emitting Material (LEM), 392–93
lighting, 27, 30
exterior (see exterior lighting)
interior, 381–40
quality of light, 47
study, 53

materials. See textures
Material Editor, 321, 351
moiré pattern, 134–37
Model Info, 220–21
model size, 220–22, 331
modeling. See also base model
   advanced detail, 261–88
   model detail, 26, 549–51, 557–64
   what is model detail, 170–72, 193
model organization, 174, 219–38
motion blur, 514–15

N
network rendering. See computer

P
Paint Bucket tool, 83
   color, 87
   colorize, 132–33
   Edit tab 84, 86–95
   Mac (see companion chapters)
   pc, 82–95
   Picker, 87
   Select tab, 84
People. See Components, people
Photoshop. See postproduction
Physical Sky, 300–301, 333
pixels, 368–71
plugins, 108, 238–41, 276–88
   Artisan, 287
   Chris Fulmer tools, 284–85
   Extrude Edges By, 284, 286
   Instant Roof and Road, 287–88
   Profile Builder, 284
   Rounded Edges, 277–80
   Selection Toys, 238–41
Podium see SU Podium
point light, 387–88. See also simulated lighting
   Shaderlight, 471–74, 611
postproduction, 33–34, 496–533
   editing color, contrast, hue 500–506, 622–23
effects 511–18
   vegetation, adding 519–24, 620–21
   water, 532–33
   with Photoshop, 12, 498
presets. See quality presets and texture presets
   preview screen, 36, 232–35
proxy rendering, 329, 415–17
photorealism, 5

Q
quality, 323, 331, 334
   presets, 334
   rendering process, 331
   Shaderlight, 419

R
ray tracing, 36
reflection, 47, 358–64
   importance of backdrops, 248–50
Render Engine, 35
render quality. See quality
render times, 398
rendering, 35
   as art, 45–46
   artists, 46
   batch, 415, 481–86
   how it works, 35
   hardware (see computers)
large models, 220–22
   terms, 9
   what is, 5
rendering programs. See IRP and SRP
resolution, 323, 331, 332–34
   custom sizes, 373–74
   Shaderlight, 418–19
   what is, 368
resources, 18
Ruby Scripts. See plugins

S
saving renders, 335
Scenes, 186–88, 234–39
   camera view and scenes, 242, 578–80
   control Scenes, 575–77
   creating new, 186
   deleting, 186
   Layer Off Scene, 234–35, 574–75
   Layer On Scene, 234–35, 575
   Layer Assessment Scene, 236–37
   naming Scenes, 186
saving camera views, 186–87
saving Shadow settings, 187
Scene Properties, 186–87
Shadows and Scenes, 316
Selection Toy Ruby plugin, 238–41
Shaderlight, 412–93
   Clay (chalk) render, 490–93
download, 413
   Iterative Rendering Process, exterior 587–604
   Iterative Rendering Process, interior 604–19
menu,
   lighting, 468
   main, 414–15,
   materials, 430–33
quality and resolution (render settings),
   418–22
Replace Me, 487–90
special features, 415
shrubs. See Components, vegetation
simulated lighting, 383–410
   editing, 394–98
   illuminating fixtures, 404–407
   lens flares, 516–18
   placing, 394–98
   strategies and approach, 399–410
   Shaderlight, 420–21, 461–80
   Skylight Portals, 462, 464–65, 478–80
types (see point lights, spot lights, area lights,
   light emitting materials)
SketchUcation. See plugins
SketchUp
   creating model, 24
   native textures (see textures)
   versions, 10
SketchUp Shadows. See Shadow Menu
Shadow box, 304–7, 582–83, 600
Shadow menu, 27, 30, 290–99, 376
   composing shadows, 314–17, 581–86
dark slider, 450
   exterior lighting, 321
   Shaderlight, using with 449–51
trouble shooting, 298–99
   Use sun for shading, 294–95
   working with Shadows, 297–98
Smustartd. See plugins
special features 325–30
spot light, 387–90. See also simulated lighting
   Shaderlight, 474–75
Solar North, 296–97, 584–85, 599
Studio Rendering Program, 4
Styles menu, 83, 95–97
   maintaining computer performance, 97
   Shaded, 96–97
   Shaded with Texture, 96–97
   Xray, 96
SU Podium, 10, 18-20

T
Terrain. See textures, applying
texture values. See textures, texture values
textures, 24,
  adjusting, 82–83, 109, 121–41
  color, contrast, hue and saturation 122–25
  blemishes (imperfections), 132
  external Photo editor, 150–53
  contrast, 150–53
  hue / saturation in photo, 156
  inverting, 157
advanced texture detail, 262–76
applying, 24, 82, 83–84, 109, 111–21, 539–41,
  553–57
   applying to terrain and organic surfaces, 107
to components, 116
alignment (see textures, moving)
assess, 109, 121–41
at boundaries, transitions and seams, 269–76
building a library (see Texture library)
blemishes, 157–58
bump (see bump)
categories, 365–66, 437–41
create material, 84–85, 141–43
color, 83
adjusting color, 86–88
applying colors to model surfaces,112–13
distorted colors (fixing), 132–33
Colorize, 547
CG Textures (website), 70–71
searching, 77
textures (cont.)
downloading textures, 78
default, 84
editing, 64
Eye Dropper (see Eye Dropper)
external photoediting, 83, 92, 146–55, 555–56
linking to SketchUp, 146–47
launching, 147
saving, 148–50
formats, 68
file size, 66, 72–73
glass and water, Shaderlight settings, 442–48
how textures work, 62
images, 58–59
importance, 60
Iterative Rendering Process and textures, 65
library (see Texture library)
linking texture library to SketchUp, 79–80
Mac Texture tools, 81
Match Color, 89
  Match Color on screen, 89
moving, 83, 99–100, 128–131
multiple texture versions, 65, 75, 131, 141–43
native textures, 70, 431
obtaining textures, 70–72
opacity, 94–95, 364
orientation (see textures, rotating)
opaque (see texture, opacity)
patterns (see moiré pattern)
Photoshop (see textures, external photoediting)
Position (see textures, moving)
presets, 353–54
projecting textures, 104–5
replacing colors or textures (see textures, swapping)
right-click context texture menu, 83, 98–103
  bugs, 108
rotating, 83, 101–4, 126–27, 161–65
Ruby Script for textures (plugin), 108
saving, 145
selecting texture (see Eye Dropper)
seams, seamless (see texture, texture types)
scale, 65, 82, 90, 92–93, 119–20, 543–44, 597
sharing textures (swapping between models), 143–45
SketchUp texture blog, 72
surface character and condition, 47, 358–60
surface shading, 87
types, 73–75, 138–39
  seamless / tiled, 75
  irregular, 74
values, 332
  defined, 351–53
  Shaderlight, 430–49, 588–90, 605–6
tiles (see texture, types)
tips, 141
transparency (see texture, opacity)
trouble shooting, 366–67
Texture Library, 69–80
  saving, 76
  organizing, 76–77
transparency. See opacity
trees. See components vegetation
Twilight Render, 10, 18–20

U

UTC 291, 299

V

Vegetation. See components vegetation
view port, 371

W

water. See textures, glass and water